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So, What Are NFTs?

They can represent anything from 

digital art to in-game items, and can be 

bought, sold, or traded just like any 

other asset.

However, what makes NFTs unique is 

that they are not interchangeable — 

each NFT is a unique, one-of-a-kind 

asset.

This makes them perfect for collecting 

and also means that we can sell them for 

a higher price than other digital assets.

And of course, RICs are some of the 

rarest NFT projects to grace the 

blockchain.

RIC

NFTs are digital assets that are stored on the blockchain.

But that’s not the only reason you should own a Royal Ivory Club NFT. 

In fact, we’ve got countless reasons you should invest in us:

RIC NFTs is a small collection of randomly generated and stylistically curated NFTs that 

exist on the Solana Blockchain.

RICs owners can take part in “Members Only” events such as random NFT airdrops, 

raffle prizes, community giveaways, and so much more.

RICs the perfect way to get involved in the burgeoning world of NFTs without having to 

spend all of your cryptos.



Our Story
Royal Ivory Club began life as Team Tuskers. The original Tuskers 

boasted industry leading 3-D graphics, “ready for the metaverse” 

from day one. The original Tuskers promised regular cash donations 

to various elephant charities. Also included in the original Tusker 

roadmap was “staking from day one.” 

These were all exciting, compelling enticements that attracted the

original audience to mint.  The 9,876-NFT mint sold out within 30 

hours on the Solana blockchain.

One by one, each promise was betrayed and forgotten by the 

founding admin and development team. Team Tuskers was a rug 

pull. A slow rug pull, but a rug pull by any metric. 

Well, you can’t pull the wool over the eyes of thousands of buyers 

and not piss off the wrong people. Within weeks of the slow 

realization that the Tusker family owners had been ripped off, 

people got angry.
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Then we got 
motivated.
We got together, first a few dozen, then a couple hundred. Before you 

knew it, our misplaced, lost Team Tusker body consisted of 1,000 

passionate and motivated members. From the start, everyone wanted the 

new entity to be a DAO, a Decentralized Autonomous Organization. All 

decisions were made through discussing, reflection, and finally voting. 

After weeks of ongoing conversations, arguing, researching, connecting, 

the result is “Royal Ivory Club”. 

What doesn’t kill you only makes you stronger, and we believe we’ve turned 

a rug pull into one of the strongest, most supportive communities on Solana 

blockchain. 

We’ve been through a lot, and now we’d like to share our community, our 

elephants with you.

9,876
SOLD OUT

3D
Graphics
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What We’ve Learned

Realize the real value of an NFT project is in its 

community. With a united community, we can accomplish 

more than the sum of our parts. Expect good things to 

happen.

Don’t make promises you can’t keep.

We are on the best NFT Blockchain
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Why Hold an 
Elephant?
Firstly, the 3D art itself is industry leading. Crisp. Vibrant. 

Layered. Second to none.

Your participation in our DAO will help provide monetary 

donations to two charities benefiting African and Asian elephant 

concerns. 

As always, Royal owners have full commercial ownership rights 

to their NFTs. You can freely create, keep, and sell any type of 

article you can think of featuring your Elephants for as long as 

you own them.

The DAO wallet is a safety-first multi-signature wallet. This 

means that at least two council member must approve ALL 

withdrawals. ALL expenditures are explained in the Discord, and 

new expenditures over 1 SOL will be presented to the DAO and 

voted on by the community.
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We’re a Team  
            You Can Trust

All RICs are cool. 
   But some
       RICs are 
cooler than others.



Ambitious plans for 
the future include

Two words: Baby. Elephants.

Very exclusive Super Epic 1/1 NFTs with animated 
features will be auctioned off

Creation of Royal Reserve Rangers, NFTs that embody 

the bravery and soul of African Park Rangers in real life. 

Sales will also provide monetary donations to real 

African Park Rangers to help them continue their heroic 

anti-poaching missions
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Virtual Reserve
Future NFT projects will be in the spirit of a Wildlife 

Reserve. Other endangered species of all continents can 

be represented here. 

Black Rhinos, zebras, cheetahs, hippopotamus, giraffes, 

gazelles and more species are on many wildlife 

endangered lists. 

Part of the fun of the DAO will be to provide input and 

discussion about what animals to support!
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First-of-Kind 
Association with 
Kindred Projects
Due to the social nature of NFT projects, there always 

seems to be membership overlap. We shall harness this 

heretofore unutilized power: 

We shall establish a semi-permanent partnership with a 

number of other like projects. These ongoing 

relationships can provide: 

RIC

● Regular alpha insights to NFT and Crypto investments via 

chat threads and regular AMAs 

● An opportunity to enter other projects with an insider’s seat 

view, 

● Benefit from staking using the combined pool of not just our 

own community but a number of others.



DeRugging 
Services 
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DeRugging
From a community member, whale, and previous moderator/admin 

came the idea of providing “Derug As A Service”. 

After going through the wringer through the hard times of the 

rugpull, the trying times of re-establishing our project in the public’s 

mind, and the elation of actually entangling RICs and listing on the 

secondary, we realized that we have learned a very specific and 

valuable set of skills. 

Fortunately (or unfortunately,) many other rugged projects could 

very well benefit from Royal Ivory Club’s derugging skill set.

By offering our derugging service, at many different levels and fees, 

we can see this as an additional revenue stream to our community 

wallet.
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Revenue streams
in our eco-system

The community very much wants to stand out as a 

premium NFT on the Solana blockchain, and part of 

this includes providing a staking platform for our 

DAO. 

We envision creating a token, $IVORY, which will be

funded and backed by NFT minting. Royal Ivory Club 

NFTs must be held as an “entrance pass” in order to 

receive future NFT projects, along with $IVORY 

token. 

Our plan is to reward holders with royalty payouts, 

based on all secondary market NFT sales or other 

revenues. Royal Ivory Club members are given

access to the exclusive Royal Ivory Club DAO, 

one-vote-per-holder governance.

Rewards are generated through the different 

revenue streams in our eco-system that include 

future ventures launched by the RIC DAO.

StakingRewards

RIC

$$$



Meet Our Great Team

Jnik

Program Leader, 
Blockchain 

Implementation, 
Graphics, 

Soothsayer

DeeGee

Community and DAO
steward, Social 

Media.
Prefers long term 

projects with 
charitable

component.

Josh

Community 
Engagement, 

Marketing, 
Visionary

Talent wins games, but teamwork and intelligence win championships
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Mohammed

Young learner, part 
of the marketing 

team. Trying to help 
out with engaging 

with the community 
and achieving team 

spirit



Some numbers

9,876
Original NFTs

+1K
Discord Users

+1230
NFTs Entangled already

12%
Rug-pulled user reinvested
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+650
Traits

100%
Honest project!

We don’t want you to miss out
                       on a piece of NFT history.



Connect with us

royalivoryclub.com
Website

Discord

RIC

https://discord.gg/FFSSVtZM2Y

Twitter
@RoyalIvoryClub



Thank You

RIC


